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Abstract: This article discusses several core aspects of security system organization which are able to guarantee
efficient protection of corporative resources. These resources could be stored in a common case as an internal subsystem. Recently many enterprises prefer to store them in data centres relying on cloud services. Nevertheless which
one of these two approaches will be applied strong procedures for corporative information security and personal data
protection must be defined. In order to investigate security procedures for accessing and using business information in a
corporative system the article deals with formalization of the processes by using data flow diagram and modelling by
Petri Nets (PN) apparatus (in the stochastic extension). An analytical evaluation of the results is carried out and
calculated assessments for a case study are given.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary
digital
word
proposes
different
opportunities for creating virtual environments, remote
access to web objects, sharing information, social
communication, etc. which make connectivity between
people easy and fasts. At the same timethe variety of Web
and mobile applications requires higher level of data
privacy and information security [1, 2]. The cloud
computing has different advantages including organizing
business processes by using cloud services and importing
corporative data in data centres. It is necessary to know
that each activity in the digital word is connected with
uploading personal data which could disturb the privacy
[3] and the regulation in this area must be improved [4].
The companies collect, create and support different types
of information accessed by global network. These
resources could be public and private (corporative) and
each business information system should be developed on
the base of strong policy for information security and for
personal data protection (PDP) [5]. In this reason it is very
important to build precise system for secure access and
protection of information (personal profiles of users and
staff, business information resources, corporative archives,
etc.) and implement contemporary means and tools for
identification & verification, rights managing, biometric
technologies, etc.
Before a new system development an investigation should
be realized to obtain assessments for protection procedures
efficiency. In this respect discrete formalization and
investigation of secure access to corporative resources is
presented in [6]. There are different apparatuses for
systems and processes investigation classified based on the
base of applied methods as simulation, functional and
analytical modelling, statistical tools, etc. Among them as
two main directions could be pointed out: discrete and
stochastic approaches.
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The main goal of this paper is to extend the investigation
proposed in [6] with stochastic apparatus. The purpose is
to obtain additional assessments for probabilities in the
secure access organising, and in particularly to analyse the
usage of main procedures in a corporative System for
Information Security (SIS).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discuses
structural organization of business system with three types
of resources – public, private internal and private external.
Section 3 gives short information about theapproach for
discrete analytical modelling by using Petri nets (PN)
apparatus proposed in [6]. Section 4 presents description
of the secure access process as a data flow diagram (DFD).
Section 5deals with definition of stochastic model based
on Markov’s chain (MC) and their solution. Section 6
presents statistical assessment obtained by using Develve
Statistical software [7] and finally conclusion is made in
Section 7.
II. ORGANIZATION OF A BUSINESS SYSTEM
Each business information system should be developed
with implementation of several important procedures as
preliminary registration, identification, authentication,
authorization, personal profiles protection, etc. Different
information and system resources (files, databases,
archives, etc.) must be defined to support the processes of
secure access.
An architecture of the business environment is presented
in Fig.1 as a collection of specialized sub-systems: Frontoffice(input portal for user’s access and preliminary
identification); Back-office (an administrative core for
realisation of high level of resources protection by
supporting administrative data structures); Information
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resources (collection of public and private information,
including processing in the cloud); System for Information
Security (SIS)which includes administrative data
structures, technical and organizational measures for data
protection.A short description of the main sub-systems
displayed in Fig. 1 is presented below.
 Front office – this is an input point for remote user’s
access to the corporative system which is responsible
forthe initial registration of a new user and preliminary
identification of already registered users. The registration
procedure creates a personal profile collecting a set of
personal data. The identification procedure should
guarantee legitimate access to the back office component.
An audit file for registration of each access (time, IP
address and relative attributes) and statistical data storing
is included in this structure to enhance functionality of the
front office.

Fig. 1 General architecture of a corporative system for
secure access to the resources
 Back office – it deals with the basic administrative
procedures that support processes of secure access. The
functionality of this sub-system is directly connected whit
the administrative database (Admin DB) which consists of
different components. They are as follows: profiles created
during the user’s registration collecting personal data;
system profiles for the staff;personal rights for the
users’access which are defined according to the security
rules of the business information system (BIS);
components of Digital Rights Management System
(DRMS), etc.

procedures for secure access). At the same time the
corporative resources could be stored in an internal
environment (internal resources) and/or in a data centre
accessible by using cloud services (external resources).
 The functions of SIS are extended with several
additional procedures for secure access to the information
resources: (1) Corporative system for secure access to the
internal resources (authentication); (2) Internal procedures
for digital rights management (authorization); (3) System
for security protection and rights checking in the cloud.
III. DISCRETE ANALYTICAL MODELLING
The approach proposed in [6] permits to investigate
security procedures in a business information environment
built on the base of the architecture shown in Fig.1
implementing a discrete formalization with directed graph
structure and an analytical description of the processes by
using the apparatus of Petri nets (PN) [8, 9]. The
investigation has been made according the rules of policies
for IT security and data protection in the contemporary
digital word. The goal of this analytical approach was to
analyse the secure access to business components, system
and information resources and to calculate several numeric
assessments based on evolution of the PN model realized
as a tree of reach ability.
The analytical model PN = {T, P, I, O}; TP=proposed
in [6] is based on two discrete sets:
 Set of transactions T (for describing main procedures):
t1 – remote user’s access to the input point; t2 – registration
of a new user; t3 – activating the identification procedure;
t4 – access to public resources; t5 – authentication
procedure for access to corporative resources (T - correct;
F – incorrect); t6 – finishing the work; t7 – authorization
procedure (rights checking) by using DRMS tools (T –
correct; F – incorrect); t8 – access to external corporative
resources; t9 – access to internal corporative resources.
Set of positions P (for describing conditions): p1 – user’s
access is activated; p2 –registered useraccess; p3 –
legitimated user’s access; p4 – successful authentication;
p5 – successful authorization.
The two functions I (input) and O (output) are defined on
the base of processes for secure access in the business
system and graph definition of the proposed PN-model is
shown in Fig. 2.

 The System for Information Security (SIS) unites
different technical and organizational measures for
information protection of “Admin DB” components,
including personal data protection (PDP) and rights
management by DRMS.
 Information resources are determined as public, internal
corporative
resources
and
external
corporative
Fig. 2Graph of states for the designed analytical model
resources.In general, the information business resources
could be defined as two types – public information (with
free user’s access without limitation) and private Fig. 3 presents the model execution by tree of reachability
(corporative) information resources (with strong with initial marking 0=(0,0,0,0,0).
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Fig. 3Evolution of the model (tree of reachability)
The other markings are as follows:
1=(2,0,0,0,0); 2=(1,1,0,0,0); 3=(0,0,1,0,0);
4=(0,0,0,1,0); 5=(0,0,0,0,1).
IV. FORMALIZATION BY USING DATA FLOW
DIAGRAM
A formal description of the processes supported protection
of the system and information resources by using data
Flow Diagram (DFD) is proposed in the Fig. 4.

Module “Access Analysis” is the input gate of the back
office and this procedure checks the type of legitimate
access to system resources. This type determines the level
of access – unlimited (for all public resources) or strong
limited after authentication (for all corporative resources).
 Module “Request Analysis” is a procedure determining
the type of accessed resources and initializes the
authorization based on DRMS and personal profiles. The
main principle is that each access must be authorized
according to the corporative policy.
 Module “Request Processing” is responsible for
permitted access and usage of corporative resources,
which is limited to one access only. Each next request for
access to corporative resources must be analysed by
procedure “Request Analysis” and new authorization must
be provided.
V. EXTENDED MODELLING OF SECURITY
PROCESS

The proposed in [6] model is a discrete one because the
PN apparatus is a discrete structure. At the same time each
process which takes part in information service for a
corporative structure has a probability nature. This
obstacle requires implementation of probability apparatus
for modelling and investigation. An approach is based on
the apparatus Timed PN (TPN) that is an extension of PN
and is defined by TPN:=(P,T,I,O,). The standard PNdefinition is extended by the set  = {1, 2, …, n} that
presents transactions’ realization delays. They could be
presented as determined values but more precise manner is
to use stochastic values that extend the PN to the
Stochastic PN (SPN). The formal SPN definition is by the
ordered structure SPN:=(P,T,I,O,L), whereL={1,…,n} is
a set of intensities of activation i=1/i for each transaction
in the defined model. In this way each transaction ti is
associated with an intensity of activation i. As a result of
the analysis of TPN/SPN is reduced to an investigation of
the condition for stationarity of a Markovian process. In
this case the SPN could be described as a Markovian
model whit discrete set of states S={s1,…,sn} and
intensities as a transactions between them. Each state
corresponds to a reachable marking at the PN-evaluation
(sii).
Let the transactions {t1,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6,t7,t8,t9} are presented by
Fig. 4 Formal description of the security processes by
the delays ={1,a,a, 1,a,1,a,1,1} and this permits to define
using DFD
the vector of intensities L={1,1/a,1/a,1,1/a,1,1/a,1,1}.
The two sub-systems are realized as separate units: ❶ Based on this assumption a stochastic model as Markov’s
Front office; ❷- Back office. The formal model consists chain (MC) with discrete states for each marking jof the
of 1 external entity (User) which has two roles – source of evolution could be defined. This model is presented as a
data flow and acceptor of results; 8 functional blocks for graph of states in Fig. 5.
main procedures realized in the system; 5 storages (system
1
1/a
1/a
1
information resources and databases). If the result from a
S2
S3
S4
S0
S1
procedure is incorrect (“Incorrect”) the access is rejected
1/a
and the process returns to the previously step. All
1/a
1
transitions marked by “END” describe finishing the work
1
1
+
1/a
of this component and branching to other procedure.
1

S5

The additional procedures that support the process of
secure access are described below:
Copyright to IARJSET

Fig. 5Graph of states of the proposed MC-model
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p0  ( 2a 2  a  1) /( 2  )

Analytical definition of the proposed model is presented
below.

p1  p2  [a ( 2a 2  a  1)] /[ 2  ]
p3  [a ( 2a  1)] /[ 2  ]

(0) : p0  p3  p5
1
p1  p0  p1  a. p0
a
1
1
( 2) : p2  p1  p2  p1  a. p0
a
a
1
1
1
(3) : 2(1  ) p3  p2  (1  ) p3  p4
a
a
a
1
1
( 4) : (1  ) p4  p3  p5  ( a  1). p4  p3  a. p5
a
a
1
(5) : 2 p5  p4
a

p4  a / 

(1) :

5

(6) :  pi  1
i 1

Solution of the analytical model:
Eq (1) & Eq ( 2) : p1  p 2  a. p0
Eq (5) : p5 

1
. p4
2a

Eq ( 4) : p3  ( a  1). p 4  a. p5  ( a  1). p 4 

p5  ( 2  ) 1

VI. INVESTIGATION AND STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS
An ordered one-factor experimental plan to carry out the
investigation of the process realization is accepted. In this
connection a step of =0,1 is determined for the parameter
a, and calculated values obtained for the final probabilities
in stationer regime are presented in Tabl.1. A
generalization of this calculation by average values of the
final probabilities is presented in Fig. 6. The assessments
show that major value is determined for p0 which
corresponds to the initial marking 0. On the other hand,
for the average values a=0,5all probabilities from p1 to p5
have equal value pj= 0,14286.
Table 1. Values for the final probabilities

a
p4
2a

2a  1
p4
2
1
 a 1
 a 1
Eq (3) : 2.
 p3  p 2  
 p3  p 4
a
 a 
 a 
1
a 1
a  1  2a  1 
 p2 
p3  p 4 
p4   p4
a
a
a  2

 p 3  ( a  1  1 / 2). p 4  p3 

 a  1 2a  1

 p2  a 
.
p4  p4 
a
2


 ( a  1)( 2a  1) 
 p 2  a. p 4 
 1
2a



Average values for final probabilities

2a 2  2a  a  1  2a 2a 2  a  1

p4
2
2
 2a  1   1

Eq (0) : p0  p3  p5  
p4   
p4 
 2
  2a 
a ( 2a  1)  1
2a 2  a  1

p4  p0 
p4
2a
2a
 p2  p4

After substitution in the last equation Eq(6):

p4 [2a 2  a  1  2a(2a 2  a  1)  (2a  1)a  2a  1]  2a
p4 (2a 2  a  1  4a 3  2a 2  2a  2a 2  a  2a  1)  2a

a
2a 3  3a 2  3a  1

0.300

0.293

0.250
0.200
0.145 0.145

0.150

0.162
0.131 0.124

0.100

 2a 2  a  1
2 a 2  a  1 2a  1
1 
p4 
 2.

1
1
2
a
2
2
2
a 


 p4 

0.350

0.050
0.000
p0

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

Fig. 6Average final probabilities for the states
(procedures) calculated on the base of various values of
parameter a

An additional statistical analysis is carried out by using
Let (2a 3  3a 2  3a  1)   and the calculated values Statistical software Develve [7] giving results which are
presented and discussed below.
of the final probabilities are as follows:
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Develve (http://develve.en.softonic.com/) is a professional
statistical software application which delivers all the
necessary tools for a fast interpretation of experimental
and statistical data in various fields. Develve is able to
compare data sets, indicating whether the difference in
average and variation is significant. It also detects if the
sample size is large enough in order to prevent false
assumptions. The main features of this software tool are
basic statistics calculation, design of experiments, Weibull
analyses, sample size calculations, etc. The initial screen
for statistical analysis of this application is shown in Fig.
7.

VII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an extension of investigation which
has been carried out by using the Petri nets (PN)
apparatus. Since PN modelling permits discrete describing
of systems and processes, the goal of this article is to
propose an approach for stochastic extension of the PNinvestigation based on Stochastic PN (SPN).
For this purposean evaluation scheme (tree of reachability)
is presented as a Markov chain in which each marking is
described by discrete state with intensities for the
transitions between them. We think that this combined
investigation will be able to give better results and
assessments for the discussed processes and service
parameters in a corporative system with heterogeneous
information resources.
The analytical defining of Markov model is made by using
one independent and controlled factor aand model solution
permits to calculate all final probabilities using the
following analytical formulas:pj=f(a), j=05.

An additional investigation of obtained statistical
assessments is carried out by using specialized software.
Fig. 7Initial screen for statistical analysis
General values’ space for all probabilities is [0.04, 0.42]
and at the same time individual sets are determined by
Several
experimental
results
calculated
by each pj. Bearing in mind that the selected factor (parameter
Develvesoftware are presented in Fig. 8, as follows: (a) a) is connected with the procedures of identification,
statistical assessments; (b) histograms; (c) time series; (d) authentication and authorization these experimental results
boxplots.
permit to analyse means, medians, standard deviation and
other assessments that allow to make conclusion about
a
p0
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
efficiency level of secure access to the corporative
resources.
This investigation could be enhanced by additional
stochastic modelling or by simulation which will be the
future work of the authors.
(a) statistical assessments
a

p0

p1

p2

p3
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